Wireless Driveway
Sensor Alarm
FEATURES
Volume control
3 chime sounds to choose from
12 Zone Receiver for locating intrusion
Low battery indicator
Fully adjustable/weatherproof sensor
Timed Relay accessory output
Fan and Long Range detection pattern
Rotating Infra Red "eye" for perfect aiming
Setup is simple! Just two buttons perform all
set up functions.
1 Receiver and up to 4 Transmitters can be installed
around your home entrances for perimeter awareness.
Our WIRELESS 1000 Driveway Alarm, is a wireless chime for
indoor and outdoor applications. Its wireless PIR detector is
made for indoor or outdoor use and has detection patterns
for doorway and driveway coverage. Just insert a 9V battery
and mount the detector wherever you want detection, then
plug-in the chime box receiver to complete the installation.
Features include On-Off control, adjustable volume, 12 zone
enunciation (3 zones identifiable) an optional alarm mode,
and a 1 amp form C relay.

Maximum transmission range: 750ft - 1000 ft
(with no obstructions)
100ft - 150ft
(Stucco or concrete walls)

Unique mounting system allows sensor to be located behind
post or tree for hidden applications. Exclusive sensor eye
allows invisible beam to be adjusted to a very narrow pattern
for driveway and perimeter applications.
Now bringing the benefits of its advanced wireless technology
in the form of greater RF transmission range and design
versatility, to make your life more comfortable and
convenient. The Wireless 1000 Driveway Alarm System can be
installed anywhere easily and quickly with no wiring. Whether
it is for home or business, indoor or outdoor, Wireless 1000
Driveway Alarm is the ideal choice for perimeter awareness
and wireless remote control. Long Radio Transmission Range FCC Approved Easy Installation - Indoor / Outdoor Use
Up to 3 sensors transmitter can be used per receiver channel
(zone1, zone2, zone3, zone4* - receiver zone 4 is a constant
alarm). As many receivers as needed can be used.
Units: inches (mm)

